Interim Dean

Sandra Russ

Anthropology, Janet McGrath

Art and Art History, Elizabeth Bolman

Astronomy, Stacy McGaugh

Biology, Chris Cullis (acting Fall 2019)

Chemistry, John Protasiewicz

Classics, Peter Knox (acting AY 2019-2020)

Cognitive Science, Todd Oakley

Dance, Karen Potter

Earth, Environ, and Planetary Sciences, Steven Hauck

English, Christopher Flint

History, Kenneth Ledford

Math, Applied Math, and Statistics, Mary Ann Horn

Modern Languages and Literatures, Cheryl Toman

Music, David Rothenberg

Philosophy, Colin McLarty

Physics, Glenn Starkman

Political Science, Elliot Posner (acting Fall 2019)

Psychological Sciences, Heath Demaree

Religious Studies, William Deal (acting Chair)

Sociology, Dale Dannefer

Theater, Jerrold Scott